


OUR AGENCY



ABOUT US

With experience for over 15 
years, we have lived in 
touch with current trends 
working with international 
brands which include 
television networks, 
museums and 
organizations that require 
visual communication of 
educational, informative or 
entertaining information. 



SOME OF OUR CLIENTS : 



Mobile apps, website and database 
development, banners, newsletters and 
blogs.

OUR SERVICES:

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

BRANDING

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

MOTION AND 3D 

PROGRAMMING

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

FILM, AUDIO AND VIDEO
Original programming, direction, 
production, camera work and editing.

Resource management, organization, 
scheduling and budgeting.

Idea development, research, writing,  
editing and translations.

2D and 3D graphics, motion and  
renders.

ID packages, logo development and 
campaign development.

Concept development, graphic  
treatment, illustration and  
photography.



OUR OFFICES: 



OUR WORK



EPAK WEB TOOL 
Discovery ePAK affiliate marketing tool.



CARACTERÍSTICAS DESTACADAS

Discovery ePAK affiliate marketing tool.

EPAK WEB TOOL



NUEVO PERFIL

MEDIA CART

EPAK WEB TOOL



AVENTURA 4x4 - THE GAME



AVENTURA 4x4 - THE GAME
Graphic design and programming for the Facebook Game and Contest developed to support 
the Jungle Gold promotion for Discovery Channel. The game had 60,000 unique users.



AVENTURA 4x4 - THE GAME



MOTHERS DAY FB APP



MOTHERS DAY FB APP
Original illustrations and interactive cards for Discovery Familia’s May is for MOMS!! ¡Mayo es para Mamá!



MOTHERS DAY FB APP



DESCUBRE TU TALENTO



DESCUBRE TU TALENTO
We developed the website and illustrations for Discovery en Español to support the “Descubre tu talento” (Discover Your Skills). 
Multimedia public affairs campaign designed to raise awareness of career opportunities within the U.S. Hispanic community and provide the necessary 
resources to obtain marketable job skills and expertise.



MES DE LA HISPANIDAD - Infographics and microsite



MES DE LA HISPANIDAD
Graphic design, original illustration, content development and conceptualization of 12 infographics 
with nutritional & healthy tips for Discovery Familia’s Hispanic heritage month.



MES DE LA HISPANIDAD



BRAZIL MOBILE SKINS



BRAZIL MOBILE SKINS
Branding development for Discovery Brazil's mobile skins.



BBC’s TOP GEAR
Microsite with Google maps integration and fans database interaction.



Design, maintenance 
and programming for 
Discovery 
International's website.

DISCOVERY 
CHANNEL EN 
ESPAÑOL



CARICOOS



CARICOOS

Logo development and style guide. 



CARICOOS

CariCOOS' new site is now more visually 
appealing, completely user friendly, and 
faster to navigate and interpret. We 
condensed and organized all tools and 
modules to be found quicker by all types  
of users; potential new visitors, members of 
the scientific community and anyone who 
needs to find out all technical details about 
current conditions in wind, ocean and 
climate for coastal and oceanic activities.



CARICOOS
Conceptualized, designed and developed an online platform with fully responsive and mobile friendly technology.



MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



Logo development and style guide & originally illustrated iconography.

MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



Designed and implemented a complete branding package, with a set of letterheads, stationary, business cards 
and corporate folders which send a consistent message about the brands' aesthetic and professional image.

MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



Website development with responsive technology in two languages for Maximo Solar Industries.

MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



Vehicle wrapping design and exterior promotional signage. 

MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



Front of Maximo Solar headquarters signage and exterior design.

MAXIMO SOLAR INDUSTRIES



INK GARDEN



CSS & HTML Website development, character Illustration & Graphic Design.

INK GARDEN



INK GARDEN



INK GARDEN



ISOLA BAR & TAPAS



Restaurant identity, logo conceptualization and 
development, interior and exterior signage & design 
assessment, promotional banners.

ISOLA BAR & TAPAS



ISOLA BAR & TAPAS



Invitations to different galas, bookmarks and postcards for 
the Museum of History of San German. 
Worked closely with the Museums board in conceptualizing 
& developing the museums image, curatorship, banners, 
rooms illustrations and categories to unify all elements to 
display San german’s history and essence, as well as portray 
the institutions and members that have made it a reality.

MHISA - MUSEO DE LA HISTORIA DE SAN GERMÁN



MHISA - MUSEO DE LA HISTORIA DE SAN GERMÁN



MHISA - MUSEO DE LA HISTORIA DE SAN GERMÁN



THANKS!




